Food, Health, & Safety Committee

Minutes of January 30, 2018

Present: Jack Aldisert, Todd Badham, Terry Halvorson, Deborah Hope, Julia Lin, Jenna Mobley, Donn Marshall, and Elena Staver.

The meeting was called to order by Chairperson Jack Aldisert. The following reports were given:

**Terry Halvorson/Dining Services**
- Terry reported that DCS will be serving special foods for Super Bowl on Sunday, February 4, Mardi Gras on February 12, and for Black History Month.
- Chelsea has been working on renaming the Italian, Asian, and Latin stations along with a committee of students.
- Text and Tell: Comments were received in favor of the lemongrass chicken on alternate Fridays, the stir fry station, Vietnamese bowls, Dragonfruit Bowl, and dolmas. Requests were texted for more waffle toppings, a naan and curry station, and a suggestion for Fajita Fridays.
- Terry requested help regarding problems with theft from Dining Services. Suggestions were made to put “Emergency Exit Only” signs to mark the entrance, signs to remind students that taking items is theft, increased camera usage, and “Myth vs Facts” posters.
- A question was raised regarding how the Incinerator works, and Terry reported that the 3 incinerators chop food into scraps which is then sent to TAGRO. Everything that can be recycled is. Elena and Terry agreed to work together to develop a poster to inform students about the recycling, and a suggestion was made to place it in the dish drop area.

**Todd Badham/Security:**
- Todd reported that there were 2 bicycle thefts since our last meeting, and 1 hit-and-run occurred in the Field House Parking Lot.
- There were 4 alcohol violations and 3 marijuana violations.
- Todd pointed out that 21-year-olds are allowed to have alcohol, but not in the presence of under-aged students.
- There was an emergency drill on Tuesday, and it was the first time using a new system. Unfortunately the fire alarm overrode the alarm system, making the speakers not work correctly.
- Jenna raised a question as to whether there was a way to make the voice on the speaker clearer, as the words are mostly unclear. Todd responded that he will check on the system.

**Donn Marshall/CHWS**
- Donn reported that the next intake day for counseling is tomorrow. CHWS has used all of their 221 flu shots, and as there are active flu cases currently on campus, Donn reminded everyone to keep hydrated and stay home with any symptoms.
- There have been 45 Self Harm Reports up to this point in time.
- Nina Kranzdorf and NAMI are presenting a speaker on mental health issues on February 20 at 7:00pm, and there will be a discussion with a panel of students the following week.
- Donn reported that CHWS does have a taxi service for urgent care issues, but it is not an ambulance service, nor is it for regular appointments. Todd added that Security also cannot be used as transport to emergency services, although they will pick up a student who has been released from the hospital or emergency care.
- Julia Lin reported that the vending machine credit card part has been received and will be put into the machine. The machine should be available soon.
Jack Aldisert/Food, Health, and Safety Committee Chairperson:

- Jack is working on a poster campaign to inform students that the CHWS counseling wait time is less. There will also be an email sent to students, along with in-person visits to dorm rooms with a NAMI representative.

The next Food, Health, and Safety Meeting will be on February 12 at 4:00pm.

Respectfully submitted by
Deborah Hope, Office Manager
ASUPS
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